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Shaped scarf 

Yarn used approx. 100 grammes of King Cole Superwash 4 ply 
yarn. 
Alternatives - Sock yarn, 2 strands lambswool 2/14. 
The scarf needs to be pressed so 4 ply high bulk acrylic is not 
ideal. 
 3 strands of Filigree would work. 

 
 
 
E Wrap cast on 4stitches  L50,49,48 and 47 at T7 . RC 000 

(Using these needles means that the row counter will trip when knitting the part rows) 

* Knit 4 rows then using a three prong transfer tool increase on RHS.  Fill empty needle with loop from row below.* 

Repeat until you have 70 stitches and RC 264. 

Continue to increase 1 st every 4th row on RHS   AT THE SAME TIME  

* Carriage at right. Set machine to hold (Brother holding cam lever to H. Knitmaster Russell levers on 1)   Bring 3 

needles at LH edge of scarf to hold. 

Knit to left bring 1 more needle to hold at LHS (Automatic wrap) Knit to right. * 

Repeat these two rows whilst still increasing on RHS every 4th row until RC 304. All needles should be in hold.  Cancel 

Hold.  Knit 4 rows over all 80 stitches.  RC 304. Reset Hold and bring all needles to hold position. 

Carriage at right put 4 needles at right into work and decrease 1 stitch fully fashioned with 3 prong tool.  Knit to left 

wrap RH needle in hold knit to right. 

Continue decreasing  on RHS every 4th row AT THE SAME TIME as bringing 4 more needles into work every time 

carriage is at right and wrapping RH needle in hold every time carriage is at left. 

RC 348 There should be 70 stitches in work.  Cancel Hold.  Continue to decrease at RH edge every 4th row until 4 

stitches remain. At RC 608 cast off these 4 stitches. 

The scarf will need to be pressed before  knitting an edge onto it. 

To knit rope edge.  Wrong side facing.  * Hook up 2 stitches along edge of scarf.  T6 Knit 6 rows.  * Repeat * to * until 

the whole scarf is edged. Cast off the 2 stitches. 

To trim pointed edges Knit 6  X  3 stitch cords at T5 each 60 rows long.  Fasten off one end of each cord and stitch 

three cords to each point with other ends.   Tie a knot in each cord. Darn in any ends. 

 

Tip 

 Increases and decreases always happen when carriage is at right & the rows can be divided by 4. 


